Something Is Going to Fall Like Rain
Ros Wynne-Jones
In Adek, a tiny village within the sprawling wasteland of Southern Sudan, a group lives on a
knife-edge of hunger and war, on the mercy of the bombs that fall from the sky like rain. while 3
western aidworkers are stranded right here - a spot the place poets hold Kalashnikovs and
insurgent commanders put on purple dressing gowns- their presence brings desire and chance
in equivalent measure. An ominous ode to Africa's violent beauty, whatever goes to Fall Like
Rain is additionally a life-affirming reminder that love and happiness can co-exist with famine
and conflict.
Ros Wynne-Jones's debut novel in regards to the tragedy of warfare and deprivation in
Southern Sudan is underscored with a poesy that makes examining approximately one of these
poor human tragedy a beautiful, poignant experience. The characters are remarkably welldrawn. Maria Marshall, in war-torn Adek trying to catch up on her personal regrets over her
mother's death, yet wasting herself there instead of discovering herself. Billy Finn, good-looking
yet hardened with a center that we later examine isn't really resistant to love. warfare
photographer Grace Mullholland, a stunning shell whose profitable occupation places her at a
distance from her anguish matters (and finally from Maria), similar to a vulture soaring over
them. after which mild yet scarred Something Is Going to Fall Like Rain Michael; lovelorn Adel;
Bol, the warrior poet; Manute, a dissociated baby soldier; and arrogant, protecting Commander
Deng in his dressing gown, making an attempt desperately to guard his humans as a part of the
SPLA.With a deft hand, Wynne-Jones has created a singular that may make readers take into
consideration the good gulf among western and third-world values and lifestyles, and should
with a bit of luck additionally remind them that Adek can be any village in a continent
nonetheless Something Is Going to Fall Like Rain stricken by defense force warfare, starvation,
and poverty. regardless of the good unhappiness on the middle of this novel, the message is
still uplifting: there's regularly anything to bop about, Something Is Going to Fall Like Rain
anything to be thankful for. there's regularly hope. there's continually love.
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